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Carbon-neutral circular economy
goals and fiscal instruments
1. Minimizing the use of virgin natural resources


Natural resource taxes

2. Reducing emissions


Pricing of CO2 emissions



Pricing of harmful substances



Incentives for investments in low carbon
technology

3. Prolonging the lifetime of products


Cutting labour taxes to boost service based
business models



Incentives for research and development

4. Recycling of waste as material


Waste related taxes
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Revenue raising instruments
Natural resource tax options: water


Water abstraction tax


€ 0.04 /m3 ground and surface fresh water (not
sea water) for bulk users

Rationale


Putting a price on use of natural resources



Closing loop on water



Driving efficiencies



Saving energy

Many examples in EU


Denmark, Netherlands,



Germany, Belgium



Poland, Italy
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Natural resource tax options:
Mineral extraction


Mining tax for metal minerals




€ 2/tonne of metal ore

Mining tax for non-metal minerals


€ 0.5/tonne of industrial minerals + sand and gravel

Rationale


Putting a price on the use of non-renewable natural resources



Internalizing environmental costs of mineral extraction



Closing loop on material recycling

Example EU


Sweden: € 1.2/tonne of natural gravel



UK: € 2.48/tonne of sand, gravel and rock
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Tax option for non-energy use
of fossil fuels


Tax for non-energy use of fossil fuels


Tax rate: € 10/toe (tonne of oil equivalent)



Resource tax for mineral oil used in plastics, rubber, paint
and other chemical industry

Rationale


Closing loop on plastic material recycling and driving efficiencies



Polluter pays principle: internalizing environmental costs of plastics



Substituting fossil-based materials with recycled / renewable materials

Example EU
No examples but studies
and discussion in Germany
and the Netherlands
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Carbon tax options


Carbon price floor, by 2025


€ 10/t CO2 for biomass (wood, wood byproducts etc.)



€ 60/t CO2 for all other sources (coal, peat and fossil fuels)



Non-road sectors, bulk users



Effective price for CO2 emissions for all energy consumers
including emission trading sector

Rationale


Internalizing social cost of carbon



Phase out use of fossil fuels



Polluter pays principle

Example EU
UK Carbon Floor Price (2013)
to complement EU ETS € 20/tCO2
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Phasing out of environmentally
harmful energy subsidies






Removal of the diesel subsidy
Removal of the light fuel oil subsidy
Removal of the tax refund for energy-intensive enterprises
Removal of the reduced tax rate for fuel peat
Removal of the reduced tax rate on electricity for certain
industry (e.g. manufacturing, mining, server rooms)

Rationale


Internalizing social cost of carbon



Phasing out environmentally harmful energy subsidies



Level playing field between different fuels and consumers



Phasing out use of fossil fuels



Polluter pays principle
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Transport related tax options


Air passenger duty




€ 15/ passenger / flight (arrivals and departures)

Air freight duty


€ 20 / tonne of freight

Rationale


Level playing field between different transport systems



Phase out subsidies for fossil fuels used in planes



Polluter pays principle

Example EU
Sweden (2018): air passenger tax € 6
– 39 depending on distance
UK (2019): air passenger duty
€15/29 (short-haul), €88/195 (longhaul)
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Agriculture related tax options


Pesticide tax


€ 10 /kg active ingredients used

Rationale


Internalizing cost of environmental and health risks of pesticides



Encouraging ecological agriculture and cleaner production methods

Example EU
Sweden:
€3.32/kg active ingredients of pesticides
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Waste related tax options


Incineration tax




€ 20 /tonne of waste incinerated

Nuclear waste tax


€ 4 /MWh of energy generated by nuclear power

Rationale


Closing loop on material recycling



Application of EU waste hierarchy



Internalizing health risks of long lasting nuclear waste

Example EU


Denmark: incineration tax
EUR 35/tonne of waste



Spain: tax on nuclear waste
EUR 6.6 – 7.8/MWh
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Use of revenues
Labour tax reduction options


Personal income tax reduction



Reductions in social security contributions


employees and employers



Employers’ social security reduction for new employment



Income support for specific groups (lowest incomen quintiles)

Rationale


Finland has a high tax wedge for labour



Boost labour-intensive and service based
circular economy business models



Compensation for low-income groups
for higher environment and consumer
taxes
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R&D and investment subsidies


Increase research and development
subsidies




By labour cost reduction for R&D

Subsidy for renewable energy


solar, wind, biogas, geothermal

Rationale


Boost new technology and innovation



Promote working hours for R&D



Encourage investments in carbon-neutral
and circular economy technology
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Thank you for your attention!

